
"A Corporation is a Crime Syndicate." -Daniel J Towsey (T.I.)(V2K)
"Military Men are dumb, stupid animals, to be used as pawns for 
foreing policy." -Smedly Buttler (COINTELPRO is FBI*gov KEK)
"We need to stand up and say that not only did Israel attack the USS 
Liberty in 1967, they did 911, they did it." (Mental Health System?)
-The director of the US Army War College (DOD and FBI,  KST)
"Christianity is the root to all problems in the modern world."
-Varg Vikernes (European MSM is the same as USA PSYOP MSM)
"Religious beliefs are a Dangerous Mental Illnes, that spreads in 
churches, mosques, synogogues, and all over the Christ Psychotic 
Infected United States of America." -Lucas Calpurnus Piso
Freeyourselffrommicrosoftandthensa*org › book-free-download
Linux/GNU/Xinu/Porteus/Puppy Linux/MX Linux NO ADVAPI 
NSAKEY FBILOCK , 911 was a Mossad Operation Inside Job.
"Martians are responsible for the God Myth." -Kyle Odom
All of those Point of Sale jobs that kept you poor when Robert 
Kiyosaki was not paying any taxes. The rich do not do what we do.
Windows 8/UEFI/Secure Boot places digital handcuffs on your 
computer to make it much more difficult for you to add Linux to 
your computer... Imagine a world in which Microsoft controlled 
every aspect of 90% of the world's computers. This is worse than a 
monopoly. It is a Corporatocracy. Monarchic Act of 1871 and 1666.
Amendment I. Congress shall make no law respecting an 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or 
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the 
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a 
redress of grievances. There you go. CIA INQTEL DARPA SNGU4  
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